Among Friends
Remembering Susan B. Anthony

Our cover for the present issue of the Journal should be an indication to all but the most sceptical of our readers that spring is, at long last, finally on its way. What better sight than young people hopping over puddles. Or, if you need more convincing, I saw a bird-watching note in a newsletter of one of our Friends retirement homes this month: it seems that during a recent cold spell, several residents sighted a very hungry robin gamely trying to pull a frozen worm out of the ground!

As I celebrated President’s Day, writing this column in the holiday quiet of Friends Center, I was reminded by a note from a colleague that another February birthday had come and gone without much notice. February 15, I was told, was the 164th anniversary of the birth of Susan B. Anthony. And since Women’s History Week is scheduled this year for March 4–10, it seems all the more appropriate for me to share a few reflections about this illustrious Quaker feminist.

Susan Brownell Anthony’s concern for women’s issues began early in her life. At 17, as a teacher in New York, she agitated for equal pay for women teachers and called for more opportunities for young women to receive college educations.

Susan B. Anthony organized the Daughters of Temperance, the first women’s temperance association. It was at a temperance meeting in 1851 that she met Elizabeth Cady Stanton, also a Quaker. For the next 50 years they became close associates and leaders of the women’s movement in our country. Together they formed the National Woman Suffrage Association—and both served terms as president.

In the 1870s she led a group of women to the polls in Rochester, New York, to test their right to the franchise under the 14th Amendment. Her arrest and fine (which she steadfastly refused to pay) created quite a stir. Other women were inspired to conduct similar actions elsewhere.

Quaker biographer Margaret Hope Bacon recently shared these thoughts:

Today, 64 years after the achievement of women’s suffrage, we need the inspiration of Aunt Susan. The Equal Rights Amendment, introduced into Congress in 1923 by another Quaker, Alice Paul (and dedicated by her to a third, Lucretia Mott), is still not the law of the land. Although there have been some apparent gains for middle-class women in the past decade, the situation of poor and minority women is as bad as ever. Full-time working women earn an average of 59 cents for every dollar earned by men, down from nearly 64 cents in 1955. Black women earn 53 cents, Latinas, 49 cents. Women make up two-thirds of the adult poverty class. Only 18 percent of women over 65 have pensions...

To echo Margaret Bacon’s concluding words, “Susan B., we need your leadership today!”
A bout 20 years ago, my friend Natalie paid me a compliment. I can't remember now what she was praising—a new dress, a different hairstyle, an office chore completed efficiently—but, in accordance with social convention, I demurred modestly with a "This old thing?" or "It was nothing" or something of the sort.

Natalie's normally smiling face grew stern. "Don't you do that!" she lectured. "I've just given you a gift and you've told me it was worthless. When someone pays you a compliment, assuming it's sincere, it is a gift. And besides," her twinkle returned, "if it's insincere, you might teach them a lesson in the folly of empty flattery."

A lifetime of habit wasn't easy to overcome, but Natalie's observations made sense. When I paid a compliment, I meant it and I sincerely wanted it to be accepted; why should others be different? It didn't take long to learn to say, "Thank you, I'm glad you like it" or "Yes, it is pretty, isn't it?" or "I was pleased with the way the job came out, too." And Natalie was right on another score: there were fewer empty compliments and less pure flattery to deal with. The shallowness of false modesty or apparent humility was gradually replaced with comfortable honesty and a shared happiness in things that gave mutual pleasure or satisfaction.

Soon the other side of the coin became visible. Helpful criticism, honestly offered, became easier to accept without alibi; simple apology and acceptance of lessons learned worked very well, both for me and for anyone who might be my critic.

Yet even now, amidst the "me generation" in the age of "letting it all hang out," there seem to be many people who find themselves either embarrassed by accepting praise or surprised when a compliment is received gracefully.

Perhaps we are too used to the practice of saying (or hearing) "thank you" only for trivial things and feel that it is so inadequate in matters of real importance that we let it go unsaid. I’ve come to think that "thank you" may be two of the most important, if underused, words at our command. We thank people for passing the butter, returning a phone call, handing us a parcel in a shop. But how often do we thank people for being our friends, for offering long past guidance that changed our lives, for providing examples of behavior on which we’ve patterned ourselves?

I remember an incident from my
teen, from the days of live television and good innovative drama. I was in New York’s Central Park one day when I recognized a man with two small children standing at the lion’s cage. As I approached him he cringed slightly, no doubt thinking “Oh, no, another autograph hound,” since a face as distinctive as Jack Palance’s was easily identified. I apologized for intruding on his outing with his children, but I had seen Requiem for a Heavyweight on television the night before. He had been brilliant as Mountain Rivera, and I just wanted to thank him. He stood perplexed for a moment and then smiled warmly. “You know,” he said, “no one has ever thanked me before.”

Of course, most actors get lots of “thanks” through the applause of their audiences. A performer like Palance, who works mostly in film and television, was denied that reward. But it seems important to recognize the fact that we all need applause. A very few of us are content with self-satisfaction, perhaps writing masses of poetry which, like Emily Dickinson, we secret away in boxes. Some of us seek only the “applause” of a weekly paycheck to prove that what we’re doing is acceptable, if not deeply appreciated. But most of us need recognition from the people we care about, and most of us neglect to specifically express it.

My eldest niece, Liz, was born when I was barely into my teens, so to some extent we grew up together and remained very close friends until she was 15 and I moved from New York to Colorado. A few years ago I got a letter from Liz, who is married and a mother, expressing her thanks for my love and sympathy during those traumas of her youth that had seemed overwhelming to her at the time. It had helped her, she said, to keep from alienating herself from her family, to cope with the agonies of adolescence, to be sure that someone really cared about her. Now, as an adult, she felt that my presence had gotten her safely through a crucial period.

Despite Natalie’s lesson, Liz’s letter embarrassed me. I hadn’t really done anything exceptional, had not been terribly wise or been a brilliant mediator. My first impulse was the “Aw, shucks, I didn’t do anything” reaction, but on reflection I wrote back, “Thank you. Your letter made me very happy.” It did make me happy, and presumably my acceptance of her gift of thanks made Liz happy, too.

It also made me stop and think. Who had done as much for me as I supposedly had done for Liz? The answer came quickly and I was conscience-stricken to realize that I had never recognized or expressed my appreciation to the person who had—quite unknowingly—opened my eyes and steered my steps 30 years earlier.

Our family was one of many that survived the depression with a determined frugality and unremitting Methodist practicality. Money was invested in the savings account; intellect was invested in the three R’s; there was no patience with frivolous pursuits. Our home was clean, with simple, sturdy furnishings. There was always plenty of nourishing food on the table, but the only “luxury” we possessed was a piano. We had no phonograph and, aside from my father’s night-school texts, we owned very few books; that’s what libraries were for. Our walls boasted two faded prints, “Blue Boy” and “The End of the Trail” as well as a framed copy of Kipling’s “If.” Our parents worked hard, as did the parents of all our friends, with little time or energy for things they deemed nonessential.

When I was 12, I met Bette Ann.

Her father was an immigrant Russian who had battled his way through medical school; her mother, an immigrant Scotch-Canadian nurse with Prairie unaffectedness. But their home seemed stacked with books and records, prints of paintings, antique bits of bone china and crystal. They actually owned an encyclopedia! In short, it was a home full of riches, the greatest of which was probably Bette’s bright and inquisitive mind.

For years we were inseparable: reading together, listening to symphonic music, exploring museums, saving our allowances so we could attend plays, sample the foods of other cultures, visit the houses of worship of other religions. We asked, argued, laughed, grew, and learned. With Bette (both of us horribly overdressed in veiled hats, white gloves, and eddiner) I attended my first Friends meeting, in Westbury, New York. (The remembered warmth of that experience led me, a dozen years later, to attendance and membership in the Boulder meeting.) With Bette’s encouragement, I discovered I could draw and act and write well enough to at least enrich myself, if not make any of my talents into a career. We drifted apart in our college years. She married, I moved away, and our friendship dwindled to keep-in-touch letters each Christmas.

But Liz’s letter prompted me to write to Bette, to thank her for the world she had opened to me. Coming as it did in mid-year, filled with a grateful soul’s outpourings for the gifts given many years earlier, she probably thought I was in the terminal stages of some horrible disease. The letter may, in fact, have embarrassed her, for she never responded directly to it and our correspondence ever since has been restricted to the annual letter and a rare very-long-distance telephone conversation or two.

I thank God often for many blessings, but in the writing of this piece I am reminded of other friends who need to be told how much they have given me: Robin, who provided the example and support of Quaker love; Leonard, whose life is in itself a definition of courage; Chris, who has made a new land feel like home to us . . .

Natalie taught me how to accept; Liz showed me how to give the gift of appreciation. I am again, and always, grateful to them both.
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Toward Communities of Diversity

by Courtney Borden Cazden

The following is an adaptation of a talk given at Harvard University Chapel, May 26, 1983. The author is grateful to Stephen Cary, chairperson of the American Friends Service Committee board, for his discussion of "communities of diversity" at a retreat of the New England AFSC in October 1983.

Four months in New Zealand may not sound like much of a cross-cultural experience. Auckland looks and sounds like southern California with an English accent, or England with palm trees and spa pools in the back yard. Auckland is also the largest Polynesian city in the world, with both indigenous Maori people and increasing numbers of immigrants from other Pacific islands like Samoa and Fiji.

Like indigenous "host" people everywhere, the Maori are demanding justice from their white invaders, and the National Council of Churches in New Zealand is active in this struggle. Starting two years ago, for example, the Council asked its member churches to withdraw official presence from the annual celebration of the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi between England and the Maori chiefs, because "the treaty cannot be celebrated until its spirit is embodied in the legislation, government, and life of our country."

My field is education, and I have tried for many years to understand the difficulties that teachers have when teaching children from cultural backgrounds different from their own. And so I looked for this problem and its solutions in New Zealand. At first, the problem seemed less serious there—not because of New Zealand's small size but because of the kinship networks established through years, even generations, of intermarriage and because of the shared worlds across ethnic boundaries.

I was struck by the extent of these shared worlds when I visited the Ruatoki Maori-English bilingual school—one of four in the country whose goal is not only bilingual students but the revitalization of the Maori language. I went with a pakeha (white) colleague from Waikato University, Robert Katters. My only means of achieving what U.S. anthropologist Frederick Erickson calls "co-membership" with the all-Maori staff was through two mutual friends—Americans who had been Fulbright fellows at Ruatoki the year before. For Bob Katters, the means were much greater. Within minutes it turned out that he and the principal had both gone to the same grammar school; he and the teachers had many friends in common from Bob's years of teaching with his
wife in a rural Maori school; and Bob and the staff shared New Zealand’s passion for sports, especially rugby-football, which Bob had played for many years.

In the United States such shared worlds seem much less likely. Between a black or Hispanic person and me, for example, there is little likelihood that we might know, from our respective pasts, any of the same communities, even less the same people. Trust can and does grow, but it has to be built by individual people, without the resources of co-membership that seemed more widespread in New Zealand.

But then, other people—both Maori and pakeha—assured me that such co-membership was rare in New Zealand, too, and that teachers have to make special efforts to acquire the needed bicultural competencies. One way is by participating in traditional Maori institutions called marae. Briefly, a marae is a plot of ground and several buildings, including a meeting hall and dining hall. When Maori people assemble on the marae for secular community meetings or for religious gatherings such as funerals, they live together for several days, sleeping as well as talking on mattresses laid out neatly on the meeting hall floor. Traditionally a place of encounter and dialogue, marae throughout New Zealand are being used not only for traditional Maori functions but increasingly for the education of non-Maori adults and children into Maori culture.

One learns not just by reading and discussing, but, more powerfully, by living for a few days by the rules of their culture on Maori land.

So, for example, I went with a group of teachers, education department advisers and inspectors, police officers, and Maori elders for three days and two nights of discussion about Maori language on an urban marae in downtown Auckland. For most of the pakeha like me, this was their first marae. But what is notable is not how many had never been before but how many more are going now.

I gradually came to realize that participation on a marae is at the heart of becoming a bicultural person in New Zealand, because on any marae the taken-for-granted Maori-pakeha relationship is turned upside down. In the words of New Zealand anthropologist Joan Metge, “On a marae, Maori walk tall, sure of the ground beneath their feet, organizers instead of the organized, givers instead of receivers, hosts instead of immigrants in an alien world.”

At a meeting for worship in Cambridge, Massachusetts, just after I had returned from New Zealand, the first message to break the silence included George Fox’s words, “Walk cheerfully over the world, answering that of God in everyone.” Sometime later in the same meeting, another message suggested how much harder it is to follow that advice today than it was in 17th-century England. To answer that of God, one must recognize that of God, understand that of God—across differences of culture and language. While Fox himself traveled to Holland, Germany, America, and the West Indies, far fewer people encountered as many others as different from themselves as we do today.

The New Zealand Council of Churches refers to Jesus’ relations with the Samaritans as a model for their anti-racism work. Details of the analogy are instructive. One version of the Bible explains in a footnote that Samaritans were “despised” by Jews and vice versa. My 1957 edition of the Britannica, in a surprising bit of ethnocentric scholarship, defines Samaritan as the name of a “peculiar religious community.” Yet the name of this despised—to some, peculiar—community has become our word for compassionate and unselfish help to others.

Can it be that members of this despised group were more able to answer that of God in other people than were members of the dominant group of their day? Isn’t it generally true that members of nondominant groups are more bilingual and bicultural than their higher status neighbors? (In Canada, for example, native-French-speaking bilinguals still outnumber native-English-speaking bilinguals by nearly two to one.) Are we doing all we can to change ourselves so that we too can answer that of God—not only in people like ourselves but in everyone?

Such efforts are essential not only for teachers but for all of us who work for more just “communities of diversity.” We must strive to make the organizations we work through—such as the American Friends Service Committee—models in microcosm of that goal.

Resolutions from Chile

On September 11, 1973, I woke up and heard the bombing, the shooting, and the radios announcing that a coup had taken place in my country, Chile. Since then we have dealt with death, torture, thousands of prisoners and disappeared people, and we have experienced the end of democracy.

There is no doubt that for these ten years we have been a captive people. We have been captive to a dictatorship of armed forces and captive to economic groups. But I also think as soon as the coup took over the country, in some way the people began the long journey back to freedom. It has meant for people more exile, more death, more torture, more imprisonment, more house arrests, more night searches. It has touched very deeply not only the ones who were oppressed but also the oppressors, those...
who have done the torturing. The dictatorship is captive also. The rulers are captive to their own power. They are captive to their fear, because they cannot even walk among their people without fear of something happening to them. They are captive to the violence that they have created.

And the long road back to freedom that the Chilean people started ten years ago has flowered in this past year. It began on May 11, 1983, in a national day of protest for the people to actively, nonviolently, resist this terror, this dictatorship. The people of Chile came out of their homes banging pots and pans. They did not send their kids to school or buy things on that day. And since May 11, every month we continue the protest.

In reflecting on what has happened, I have to think—why is it so essential to the human person to be free that one strives for freedom so passionately? After ten years of cruel dictatorship, why have the dictators not been able to dominate that spirit, that strength that comes from within ourselves and strives to be free again? Why this search? Why is it so essential for us and why has it been so essential throughout the centuries?

I think it means for the Chilean people, and for all the people of the world, a search for truth. It is a search to establish a true relationship between human beings, a relationship of respect, justice, compassion, love. That's what freedom is about. It is that search for the true relationship among ourselves that makes us free.

It is a struggle that goes on everywhere. We must work to establish a true relationship so we cannot be divided any more into those who have and those who have not. As long as we have that relationship, neither the haves nor the have-nots will be truly free.

We must overcome the exploitation of the South by the North so that we have a true relationship between poor and rich nations. As long as that difference exists—the North so rich and the South so poor—this world cannot be free.

I also think it is a time for us as a people of this planet to reestablish a true relationship with our earth. We have used it, we have plundered it, and now we don't know what to do with it. It is time for us to establish a true relationship so we can be free while living on this earth.

In many ways, we are at the same time oppressed and oppressors. As oppressed, we realize that we have to struggle for freedom. It is much easier for a Mapuche to look at me and say, “Look, some of your attitudes are racist,” than for me to understand those attitudes.

But, coming from Latin America, I must address you as U.S. citizens. I think you have to realize that in the same way as my country is a captive country, your country is also captive. Your country has become captive to its power. And its relationship to the rest of the world is a relationship from power and not from equality. It is a country that has become captive to its privileged position and to its national security doctrine. You have become so powerful that you are captive to fear, a fear that you have become so powerful with your atomic bombs that someday, because of that same power, all of you, and all of us, will be destroyed.

My friends, it is this captivity that impedes the United States from creating a true relationship with the rest of the world, its neighbors. It is the responsibility of all the people in the United States to make your country free again so it can establish with the rest of the world a true relationship of justice, equality, and a peaceful coexistence.

My friends, it is a long journey. But as the people of Chile, as people in other parts of the world have not succumbed to oppression and have not given up their struggle for freedom, I think your presence here at this annual meeting, your work with projects in many other places, says that you also want to be a free country again, a free people again: free of fear of nuclear wars, free of your power that you often use so badly, free so you can establish a true relationship.

We have to set aside our prejudices, fears, and false conceptions and get together to create a new world, where we can truly say we are brothers and sisters, where everyone can see in the other person something of God. And when I say this, I am not giving you a big burden. As you take on this task, I think you will fulfill yourselves as persons and you will become truly free.
Central to Quakerism is the willingness to examine our own lives in a spiritual light, not just in general but in our thought and action. But life has so many complexities that our insights are not always clear, and they don't mature for all of us at the same time. This is particularly true when it comes to the right use and disposition of our resources, both personal and collective. What is right for one person at a particular time, given one set of responsibilities, may not be right for another. And as for divine guidance, what can the Shepherd of Psalm 23 have to say about where to invest our savings?

But God may well have a message for us, even in areas where we have overlooked the possibilities of spiritual guidance. Even after John Woolman and others pointed the way, it took many years before the Society of Friends got the message that it was inherently evil to treat other human beings as property. There may still be lessons that God is trying to teach us. In North America today, Friends are by and large economically favored. If we are in need of fresh perceptions, it may be in the sphere of economics that our
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How to reflect Quaker values in the ways we earn/use/spend/invest/contribute our dollars.
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It took many years before the Society of Friends got the message that it was inherently evil to treat other human beings as property. There may still be lessons that God is trying to teach us.

Vision is most likely to be dimmed, because of material comfort or self-interest.

Friends have long made use of Queries and Advices to aid in sharpening spiritual awareness. Many times such a method works. When we are truly sensitive, a single phrase—even a slogan on a bumper sticker!—may help us realize that we have a blind spot. Does the concept of “creative stewardship” arouse any new thoughts in our minds?

“Stewardship,” or “good stewardship,” is an idea that many find congenial. It certainly connotes numerous virtues, including prudence, generosity, balance, and responsible use of resources. It is an old term in Quaker practice. “Stewardship and Finance” is the title for a key committee in many meetings. But have we become too comfortable with the concept of stewardship, or too limited in the ways we apply it? “Creative stewardship” could stimulate us to dig deeper in examining our resources and the ways we can use them.

Money is an important factor in everyone’s life (and we will get to the implications of financial stewardship), but the path of creative stewardship can help us to realize that we have other resources besides those measured in dollars. Recently one Friend was asked what first came into her mind when she heard the term “creative stewardship.” “Avoiding gossip,” was her quick answer. Yes, we are indeed the stewards of one another’s personal reputations. As Quakers we are the heirs to a collective reputation of some importance; this, too, is a resource. How carefully do we guard it?

In a recent workshop the participants were anxious to be sure that creative stewardship would include paying adequate attention to the stewardship of time. Time may well be the most important resource we have, and the way we use it has many ethical and spiritual implications.

The choice of a career, or the job decisions we make, obviously determines the way we commit a major portion of our time. Do we “factor into” those decisions our chief spiritual and social concerns, as well as how best to use the talents God has given each of us? A member of our meeting is preparing to be a doctor, but she is planning a career that will take her to a Third World country or to an inner city in the United States. How many of us are following a similarly conscious path? Perhaps a “Committee of Clearness” in our own meeting could help with advice and support that we need.

A thoughtful approach to each day’s work and opportunity is also important. If your principal occupation offers only limited choices, the right use of the balance of your day or year becomes more critical. Do we fritter away a lot of time? This is not, of course, to say that every minute should be organized, but do we allow time for meditation or spiritual reflection? Do we provide time for family relationships and for healthful recreation? Do we keep our lives in balance?

Creative stewardship of our resources should lead us to do whatever is most needed or most appropriate under the circumstances. It may mean some intellectual innovation that is highly stimulating and it may mean the utmost in simplicity.

We have other resources that we can use creatively, by using them to do double duty in valuable ways. Our meetinghouses have long been available to various community organizations. Some have been made available to the homeless and the hungry, where facilities permit. To symbolize support for draft resistance, some have been declared to be sanctuaries. Very recently the problems of Central American refugees have led a number of meetings to declare sanctuary, to shelter a family that might otherwise be deported. This ancient Christian witness raises consciousness in the meeting itself, in other Friends meetings, and in other churches.

What imaginative ways are there to use capital which will also give witness to peace, justice, simplicity, and other testimonies? How does one examine these?

For years, “good stewardship,” when applied by the trustees of Quaker funds to their investment policies, meant chiefly the avoidance of liquor, tobacco, and direct military production. The escalation of the war in Vietnam led younger Friends in particular to challenge the established policies. They asked trustees and others in the Quaker financial community whether investments that had previously been found acceptable should be declared “out of bounds.” As a result, many Friends bodies and Quaker-related institutions are stricter in the ways they use capital. It is interesting that within the past couple of years young English Friends have challenged some of London Yearly Meeting’s investment policies. It seems that the war with Argentina over the Falkland Islands sparked a similar new emphasis on ethical factors in the investment process.

Some individuals may consider making no-interest or low-interest loans to a particular organization. The Friends Committee on National Legislation, for example, invests such funds and uses the income to help finance its important lobbying work. Since no income accrues to the lender, there is no income tax, and the money is available to be returned on request within 120 days. Individuals who have funds that they
What imaginative ways are there to use capital which will also give witness to peace, justice, simplicity, and other testimonies?

do not need to invest for immediate income but who want to keep the money in reserve to meet problems of health, age, or for a particular future purpose might consider this option.

Friends are quite familiar with charitable causes and with the normal arrangements for contributing to a tax-exempt nonprofit organization. Reducing federal income tax liability can be important from a number of standpoints, not least of which is contributing fewer dollars to the machinery of war. There is, however, no agreement among Friends as to the extent to which monthly or yearly meetings should serve as a channel for contributions to causes which are not otherwise tax deductible. This question has arisen in many meetings, particularly with regard to supporting the FCNL. Certainly it is right, to some extent, to view FCNL’s work as a legitimate expression of religious concern, but there are no certain guidelines as to the allowable percentage. The argument has been eased somewhat at FCNL by setting up the FCNL Education Fund, which supports activities that are genuinely educational and research oriented, and to which contributions are unquestionably tax deductible.

Another group for which this issue arises is the Community for Creative Non-Violence (CCNV) in Washington, D.C. The work that CCNV does in helping the homeless and advocating greater recognition of their rights is thoroughly charitable from any standpoint, but CCNV refuses on principle to apply to the government for tax-exempt status—they want to remain entirely free to confront officialdom on any issue without feeling in any way indebted to government. Is the meeting a proper channel for contributions to such organizations?

Another perennial question that arises in many meetings is: to what extent should members be encouraged to contribute to various causes which the meeting supports through the meeting treasury, and to what extent should each family make its own decisions as to where to direct their charitable dollars? In our meeting, the Social Order Committee has developed a list of local service organizations that the meeting has agreed to support through its budget. The list gives specific information about a number of organizations, including many that some of our own members work for, and it provides useful information and advice for those who may want to give more. (Right Sharing of World Resources, part of the Friends World Committee for Consultation, has a similar list containing self-help projects in Third World countries.) Some of the groups that our meeting supports have told us that it is very helpful for them to be able to say in their literature that a Quaker meeting has found them worthy of support.

Within the last few years there has been a real explosion of interest and action in the area of investing capital in accordance with social values. Several mutual funds and two money market funds are devoted to socially productive and remunerative investments. In addition, some mutual funds limit their investments to a particular, socially productive activity. (See resources listed below.)

Even among “ordinary” investments, some are more socially productive than others. For instance, U.S. Treasury bonds and Treasury bills are used to finance the growing U.S. government deficit, much of which is attributable to military expenditures. You could invest with equal or better security

### Investment Resources

**The Corporate Examiner**, Interfaith Center for Corporate Responsibility, 475 Riverside Dr., New York, NY 10115-0050 ($25 annual subscription).


**Good Money**, ITDG/NA, P.O. Box 337, Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 ($36 per year or $12 if income below $13,000).

**Market Conscience**, P.O. Box 81, Burlington, PA 18914 ($180 per year).


**Mutual funds**: The Pax World Fund, The Calvert Social Investment Growth Income Fund (both peace-oriented and life-supportive investment funds), The Dreyfus Third Century Fund (environmentally sound investments), and The Four-square Fund (avoids alcohol, tobacco, and pharmaceuticals).

**Mutual funds that specialize**: The Medical Technology Fund, Inc., Flourtown, Pa., and Self Help Association for a Regional Economy, Great Barrington, Mass.

**Money market funds**: The Calvert Social Investment Fund (money market portfolio) and Working Assets Money Fund.
and financial return in limited-purpose government or
government-guaranteed obligations that are entirely devoted
to more positive goals, such as low-cost housing. State and
local government obligations, in addition to being exempt
from income taxes, support the often praiseworthy objectives
of those entities.

Some business corporations turn out products and services
that meet social objectives better than others, and some
corporations are better for the environment, for their workers
in general, and for female, minority, and disabled workers
in particular. A little investigation about these facets of
corporations can help with wise investment decisions. Other
corporations, on the other hand, are involved in conduct with
which Friends might take issue. If Friends avoid or sell these
investments for reasons of conscience, they should communi­
cate those reasons to their investment counselors and the chief
executives. It might not change their ways, but it might, with
other people’s similar efforts, lead to improvements.

Another approach is to keep these ethically mixed invest­
ments and to work for change from within. These activities
include writing letters to and having discussion with corpo­
rate managements and boards of directors, introducing or vot­
ing on shareholder resolutions at corporate annual meetings,
and generating publicity protesting the offending conduct.

There are resources available to enhance investors’ efforts
to promote good conduct by corporations. The Interfaith
Center for Corporate Responsibility (ICCR), an affiliate of
the National Council of Churches, coordinates the approaches
of a number of religious organizations to their investments
in U.S. corporations. The ICCR publishes a monthly news­
letter which gives information on shareholder resolutions and
other corporate developments of concern to people of con­
science. For people who want more detail about individual
corporations and the resolutions before them, the Investor
Responsibility Research Center publishes a monthly newsletter
and other ad hoc reports on questions of corporate social re­
sponsibility. Investment counselors and public libraries might
be persuaded to subscribe to these kinds of publications.

Many Friends belong to pension plans with substantial
investments. Some pension plan administrators are receptive
to having these issues of social responsibility brought to their
attention so that they can redirect their investment policies.
Fortunately, the investment market in the United States is
sufficiently broad so that avoiding certain investments will
not result in any significant diminution of return or security
of investments. Even if the pension plan administrators are
unwilling to shift investments, they may be convinced to vote
their shares of common stock in a socially responsible way.

We have listed only a few possibilities for creative steward­
ship. Friends will no doubt be able to devise additional ways
for their lives and the fruits of their activities to be employed
wisely. Wherever we are in our lives, we can learn to be more
creative stewards of our unique resources. David Scull, just
before his fatal stroke, left these words with his co-author:
“end of draft—carry on!”

Poetry
by W. D. Ehrhart

DEER

Two white-tailed deer stood still
on George School’s south lawn
not fifty yards away from where we jogged.

My wife said, “Look,” and as she did,
they both looked too, then bounded off
across the lawn, white tails flying.

We jogged on in silence, thinking
of their quick flight at our approach,
their perfect strides, their grace.

Two nights later, my wife came home
in tears—a rainy night, unseasonably
warm, foggy—she’d almost struck a deer
already lying on the highway,
had stopped the car just in time
and gotten out to find it
not yet dead: at her approach,
it kicked its mangled legs, convulsed,
and tried to rise as if to run, fell back,
tried again and fell, and tried and fell.

I thought of the deer on south lawn:
their perfect strides, their grace,
their quick flight at our approach,
as if they thought we meant
to do them harm.

THE MAN
WITH ONE EYE

The old man came tottering down the road
like a dry stick kicked along by the wind.
He wore a white patch over one eye,
and a long gray tattered overcoat.

A cold December sun slanted the last
afternoon rays of light like arrows
between the shadows of fir trees.

“How do you do?” he called, his one good eye
clear as a snow-melt lake in high country.

“Grand day for a walk, don’t you think?”
He lifted his cane like a tip of a hat,
and blew right by.
Excuse me sir, are you a local resident?
"Yes, I am."
"We're looking for the Friends meetinghouse."
"The what?"
"The Friends meetinghouse. You know, the Quakers."
"Sorry, I can't help you, but in any case I'm almost certain there isn't one. And I should have heard of it; I've lived here all my life."

We watched the elderly figure walk away, Bible clutched firmly in his hand as he made his way to his familiar place of worship. When he had turned the corner we followed him and watched him disappear into the distance. At that moment we saw a building that had a familiar look about it, and also was somewhat "invisible," so that the old gent had some excuse for having passed it umpteen times and not noticed it. There was the usual (alas) somewhat dilapidated notice board bearing the usual (alas) faded peace slogans. Inside, the welcome was warm and the silent hour sped by.

In another town we had time to pinpoint the meetinghouse on a Saturday. A boy was at the foot of a chestnut tree and his father had climbed it to shake down conkers for his son. "Excuse me sir..." the usual routine. Yes, he was a local and in fact worked for the council. "Friends meetinghouse?... Quakers? no, not in this town and I should know because I work for the housing department: but don't worry, just down the road and first left in about a hundred yards there is the Spiritualists' place and a bit further down, the Salvation Army." Later, we found the meetinghouse less than a quarter mile from that chestnut tree.

In a cathedral city we pre-searched again on a Saturday afternoon and at an information desk in the cathedral we met with blank but friendly faces, as the good ladies were almost certain that the Quakers didn't meet in their city but they would try to find out. A little later as we wandered around the interior there was a tap on the shoulder and one of the friendly ladies announced in triumph that there was a place where the Quakers gathered only a short distance from the cathedral itself. Strains of the Hallelujah Chorus from the huge organ would have been fitting at this point.

On the Sunday afternoon we decided to test the spread of information in the cathedral building by asking a verger (suitably robed), "Can you tell us where the Quakers meet in this city?" He had lived here all his life and was sure they had no meeting place here. "But wait a minute, will the Rechabites do? I know where they are!"

Having enjoyed much excellent food, spiritual and actual, with all the Quakers we had ever met, we were sure they wouldn't do.
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Being a Jewish Quaker
by Judith B. Kerman

Recently, Arthur Waskow, author of the excellent book God-wrestling and other works on contemporary Judaic liturgy, asked me a provocative question: how do I reconcile (if I do) Judaism and Quakerism. He suggested that I write about it for his magazine, Menorah: Seeds of Jewish Renewal. It's a hard question, one which troubles me when the "Christian content" in my Friends meeting makes me feel alien and also when I find myself missing the participation in Jewish communal life which I found for the first time in Michigan, with the Ann Arbor chapter of New Jewish Agenda.

The few articles and pamphlets on Jewish/Quaker issues in the Quaker press haven't brought the questions to rest. Jews join meetings and wrestle (silently or otherwise) with painful questions of belonging and identity; some attend meeting for years but hold off from membership. Christian Friends often seem to expect us to accept a certain vocabulary, set of root assumptions. Judith Kerman is a poet, administrator, and member of the faculty of Kent State University. She is a member of the Ann Arbor (Mich.) Meeting, sojourning with the Kent (Ohio) Meeting.

I was raised a Jewish atheist. Progressive politics was much more the family tradition of Jewishness than Jewish religious Law, although my parents themselves have not been active politically in my lifetime. I was aware of spiritual needs from the age of 11, by which time I was an active metaphysician and a conscious feminist. I had no Jewish religious training, except the annual Passover observance, but was energetically taught to think of myself as a Jew, out of both cultural pride and also the feeling that the Jewish history of persecution by Christians was my history. Being a Jew is as deep in my sense of self as being a woman, but for years I wondered why.

When I first experienced the Quaker manner of worship, it immediately felt right to me, although the Christian vocabulary and assumptions were often distressing. But the Christian content always felt beside the real point—an unnecessarily narrow set of labels for Quaker realities. After five intense years in two monthly meetings, visits to other meetings, and endless discussions with Friends, the truth of this is even clearer.

I became much more conscious of why I consider myself a Jew after becoming a member of Ann Arbor Meeting. Most Friends are indeed Christians (although by no means all!), and I soon recognized that my deepest response to many things people said in meeting for worship was a Jewish response to something basically Christian in their views—the "sweetness and light" side in particular. As Arthur Waskow elaborated in God-wrestling, one of the Jewish gifts is the awareness of the struggle as part of the blessing. Although this wisdom certainly can be found in some aspects of Christianity, most Christians would benefit from understanding it better. They seem to confuse it with martyrdom.

Beyond that, in a general way Judaism is most deeply concerned with living in and sanctifying history, experiencing the secular as the ground from which the sacred grows, and dealing with the deep human need to live a life simultaneously holy and fully human. I think that's missing, a profound failing, in almost all other religions. In Christianity, including in some ways historic Quakerism, this failing grows out of concentration on spiritual purity and the "world to come," and denigration of life lived in the body.

But the Society of Friends has always emphasized continuous revelation, which comes to the individual and the meeting through holding up our lives to the Light of truth. This has produced the vigorous Quaker tradition of witnessing to and participating in historic events. With this foundation, the Society of Friends is perhaps more capable of integrating the effort to live sacredly in history than most other religious traditions.
movements. It may, however, require that Quakers think differently about what they are doing.

As these issues have become clearer to me, being a Jewish Quaker has become a question of affiliation, attraction, and simultaneous repudiation, repulsion which I feel in different ways for both religious traditions.

As far as attraction, Quakerism has many strong virtues. Among them are a rooted history of sexual and social egalitarianism in theory and practice; a deeply challenging, growth-stimulating, and satisfying manner of worship; an insistence that religion must be lived, not simply believed and avowed; and a metaphysical tradition based on personal insight and evolving human relationship to the sacred. I love the historic practices called "the manner of Friends": joint ministry by all members of the meeting, consensus decision making, the traditional witnesses of peace, simplicity, social justice. Perhaps I am still, by most religious people's definitions, an atheist, but "the inner Light" is real to me, and I can sometimes call it God without feeling unfaithful to my experience.

In Judaism, I keep discovering pieces of tradition which insist that the Law is for living, and living fully; moments of breathtaking humaneness which put the lie to Christian notions of both "Jewish legalism" and "Christian love." A narrow-minded, sexist young Orthodox man once told me that Judaism is about how you live, not what you believe—a crucial teaching. Judaic Law, as many Jews practice it, may be inadequately linked to living out the prophetic tradition, but its point remains: holiness must be a thing of this world, of our life in the body and in history. By addressing that (to me self-evident) reality, Judaism has functioned for many centuries as an esoteric wisdom tradition of great depth.

Although the historical connection still holds the most firmly for me, I am deeply ambivalent about the witness of victims, whether as a Jew confronting Christians or as a woman confronting men. Many Jews, many women, many oppressed people all over the world behave in ways which, "justified" by our history as victims, make us more like the persecutors every day.

Yet the witness of historic victims is a true and necessary witness. Part of my experience of myself as a Jew must include recognizing that history of persecution as my own history. One thing that drives me crazy about most Christians is their insistence that the atrocities committed by Christians are an unfortunate aberration that doesn't belong to "their" Christianity, while their martyrdoms are uniquely sacred. Every religious group has on its conscience the blood of the persecuted. We also share the experience of victimization, which has rarely made us more compassionate as groups or individuals. Even the arguments among Jews over whether the Holocaust was the most uniquely horrible event in history seem partly motivated by a need to justify our own hatreds.

The "good" side is shallow if we don't accept our capacity for evil and responsibility for atonement. In the case of Quakers, incidentally, this involves complicity, allowing others to fight wars or exercise oppressive political power, calling ourselves pacifists, and then enjoying the benefits. Beyond that, Quakers are as capable as other people of pettiness, bigotry, cruelty, complacency, and anger, and are prone to cloak their vices in self-righteousness.

I've talked by implication about the repulsion side of my own relationship with Quakerism. With Judaism, part of the problem is simply that I wasn't raised a religious Jew, and I need a communally based religious life, which "Jewish atheism" definitely doesn't provide. When I dip a toe in traditional Judaism, I'm repelled by transcendental theism, which goes profoundly deep; sexism, which seems to go almost as deep; metaphors of power and empire; satisfaction with ritual, paranoia, or self-pity instead of prophetic witness.

The rich complex of traditions and ceremonial practices, especially those tied to Hebrew, don't inherently mean much to me, because I didn't grow up with them. So I don't feel much need to find progressive analogues for them. While I respect the usefulness of creative efforts at new Judaic liturgy to people who have the traditions "in their blood," meeting for worship does the job better for me in most ways, making me part of a centuries-long dialogue with the sacred.

Yet the Old Testament is more central to me than other texts, and I find something exactly right in the contemporary liturgical and theological explorations of Rabbi Lawrence Kushner, Arthur Waskow, Esther Ticktin, and others, and in my experiences with Ann Arbor's New Jewish Agenda group. They pull me back toward a more active Jewish life. I keep hoping for a better synthesis of Judaism and Quakerism, something that leaves room for atheism, Jewish wisdom, the inner Light, and a communal attempt to experience life-in-the-world as a sacred story. I know I'm not the only one searching.

For now, liberal Quakerism, founded in heterodoxy, seems able to tolerate my heterodoxy with less distortion than any of the forms of religious Judaism I've encountered. I feel considerable tension between my love of Quaker religious life and individual Friends, and my repulsion from historic Christian categories. I feel a similar tension between connection to other Jews and Jewish ways of being, and alienation from Jewish religious forms. Perhaps it will prove to be impossible to stay with this compromise; I know I will continue to explore and possibly help create new directions in Judaism. But at this point I can't imagine them replacing meeting for worship.

It's not a matter of having reconciled Quakerism and Judaism, but of needing things only the combination seems to provide. I try to hold in abeyance the things in each which seem false to my leading, which make me feel I don't belong. Because it is possible to be an unaffiliated "secular" Jew, and Quakerism provides the best-fitting spiritual community, I push away the insistence of some Jews (but no Quakers so far) that I must choose one or the other. I hope it doesn't come to that.
Anthony Benezet, 1713–1734, was a Quaker educator, philanthropist, and ardent abolitionist. Born in France of Huguenot parents, he was raised in England, where he became a Friend at the age of 14. He came to America with his parents in 1731 and, after a brief period as a merchant, devoted his life to teaching.

Many of the problems Anthony Benezet addressed, by personal example and direct action, are as timely today as they were in the 18th century. The Militia Bill of 1755 levied taxes which Benezet, among others, protested paying. In a public statement expressing his opposition to the use of the money "in wars and fighting," he refused to pay these taxes.

Benezet appreciated the plight of Indians deceived in their dealings with the settlers, but he deplored their violent retaliation. He founded the "Friendly Association for Gaining and Preserving Peace with the Indians by Pacific Means," which worked for peace by inquiring into the cause of Indian hostility and seeking justice for the Indian. The Friendly Association sought compensation for the families that suffered from Indian raids as well as for the original inhabitants of the land.

Benezet's humanitarian concerns extended to those Acadians displaced from their homes in Nova Scotia when they refused to swear an oath of allegiance to the English king. At personal expense Benezet helped relocate and rehabilitate 500 men, women, and children who had been sent to Philadelphia. Although not acknowledged in "Evangeline," Long fellow's poem about the event, Benezet was responsible for obtaining government help and private relief for feeding, clothing, and housing them. His practical service to the refugee Acadians, the displaced and uncompensated Indians, and the victims of Indian raids is analogous to the efforts of today's American Friends Service Committee.

Benezet argued persuasively for the causes he advocated. He was a prolific writer of pamphlets and letters and did not hesitate to approach, personally or in writing, anyone who could further a cause which he supported. Benezet, a small, plain man with a ready wit, had personal quirks that only served to make him seem more human. He was a temperance advocate on the grounds that spirits were a stimulant—but he also drank up to 15 cups of tea a day because it sharpened his mind and permitted him to work longer hours. His continuous sharing of his influence and worldly goods emphasizes the quiet support and cooperation of his wife, Joyce Marriott Benezet, who was a Quaker minister in her own right.

In regard to the practical approach to education, Benezet wrote a basic primer to be used both by parents and by children who lived too far from a school to attend regularly. Benezet devoted much of his life to teaching and enriching the lives of children, but sadly neither of his two children lived past the age of one.
At a time when discipline was severe, Benezet governed his pupils with kindness. He was concerned with their physical as well as spiritual and mental development. A report he submitted to the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in 1778 stressed obtaining the best teachers by offering an adequate guaranteed salary and subsistence. His philosophy of excellence of instruction for black as well as white children, male and female, regardless of economic background, has relevance today.

In his pamphlet, *A Caution and Warning. . . . to Great Britain*, Benezet describes the Negroes as peaceful and intelligent, and ascribes any negative characteristics as a natural consequence of the treatment they had received during capture, passage, and enslavement.

Among specific measures Benezet recommended were absolute prohibition of further importation of slaves, emancipation of present slaves with compensation of plantation owners, and a unique plan of settling the freed slaves in the colonies on land of their own, with a horse and some stock provided. These newly freed blacks would have the guidance of the overseer of the poor available to them for a certain number of years. This was a sort of colonial Office of Economic Opportunity. The purpose was to obtain training for the blacks if they desired an apprenticeship, to provide practical advice concerning farming, and to insure an education for all children of former slaves and any adults who desired it. Benezet further stressed that emancipation should proceed regardless of alleged injury to trade, since this economic point had been assumed but never proved.

Anthony Benezet would have been an outstanding person in any period in history, not only because of his personal humanitarian works but because he involved and influenced others. His innovations in education, his grasp of the inequities in official dealings with the Indians, and his philosophy concerning slavery distinguished him as a man who spoke to his time—and ours.

Benezet can easily be called a pacifist because his approach to issues decreased tensions and lessened the possibility of conflicts. The efforts of the “Association” were aimed at solving differences between the Indians and the settlers. Helping the Acadians decreased the possibility of their retaliating violently against the Crown. But most significant of all, if Benezet’s theories about slavery had been implemented, perhaps slavery could have been abolished much earlier, with much less strife. Benezet’s positive, directed action in education and his personal involvement and influential writings on every issue he championed make him a pacifist in the finest sense of the word, as he lived in a way “that took away the occasion of all wars.”

---

**WORDS I CANNOT SPEAK**

(A non-speaking, cerebral-palsied woman thinks of what she would like to say to her love.)

Flowers to my eyes are just as bright as yours.
I feel the wind, I hear the sound of rain.
I long to touch your face and speak my love.
The words I know; they tumble in my brain

Waiting for speech. I strain to shape their sound.
You shudder at the noise my struggle makes.
Words strangle in my throat, unknown, unspoken.
I reach an awkward hand to you; it shakes,

No substitute for words. I hold your eyes
With mine. Surely some way I still can show
My love. You take my shaking hand and speak
The words I cannot say: “My love, I know.”

—Elizabeth S. Helfman

---
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A Modest Chance to Save the World
by Alan MacRobert

We've heard a lot of people's schemes to save the human race from itself. War, hatred, tyranny, and the other social diseases of the human condition will all be solved once we have the workers' revolution, or worship the right God, or let the free market rule, or a dozen other things. Advocates of each proclaim with great passion that they have the one secret that will finally set everything right. The rest of us instinctively know better.

Trouble is, in the last 40 years the world has suddenly become in rather urgent need of saving. Our instincts of aggression, territorial possessiveness, hostility, and unreason may have served us well in the jungle when our weapons were rocks and clubs. But now our blows are measured in megatons, and one serious fight could wipe out the human species. In Albert Einstein's famous words, nuclear weapons have changed everything—except ourselves. Something more must be altered if we are to survive much longer.

It's not likely to happen by praising the Lord, fighting for workers' rule, or whatever, to judge from the people already doing these things. But some fascinating research in sociology during the last few years offers an intriguing hope. It seems that the human race might be made radically nicer through quite simple means.

The research in question was begun by James W. Prescott, who performed a statistical analysis of 400 primitive societies around the world. He found that cultures that lavish physical affection on infants tend to be disinclined to war and violence. Even societies without notable fondling of infants develop non-violent adults, providing that sexual activity in adolescence is not repressed. Where physical affection is a common part of life, Prescott found among cultures all over the world, not only warfare but theft, hierarchical religion, and ostentatious displays of wealth are less conspicuous. Where infants are physically punished, the adults they become tend to engage in slavery, frequent killing, torture of prisoners captured in battle, suppression of women, and belief in supernatural intervention in daily life.

The implication is clear: developing a strong capacity for physical affection, both in early childhood and later in a sexual context, radically changes a society's behavior. You can make love or make war, but doing one tends to displace the other. The correlation turned out to be among the most reliable ever discovered for predicting social traits.

Prescott published his findings in, appropriately enough, the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (November 1975). Since then the ripples have been spreading. It was this research, for instance, that inspired the "Have you hugged your child today?" bumper sticker movement. Carl Sagan makes the provocative comment in his book Cosmos, "If Prescott is right, in an age of nuclear weapons and effective contraception, child abuse and sexual repression are crimes against humanity."

Viewed in this new light, all sorts of human behavior, good and ill, seems to fall into place. If nothing else, it's some fresh grist for the mill of how to make a better world.
The Parable of the Pharisee and the Publican

Mark F. Emerson is a member of Gwynedd (Pa.) Meeting.

A newly revised and wholly unauthorized and unorthodox version of the parable of the Pharisee and the publican (or the Quaker and the Internal Revenue Agent), Luke 18:9-14, as translated by Mark F. Emerson:

9 And he told this anecdote to some people who were inclined to be supercilious and self-righteous.
10 Two men went to church; one was a Quaker, and the other an Internal Revenue Agent.
11 The Quaker during meeting thought to himself, "Goodness, I'm glad I'm not like some men, profiteers, politicians, playboys, or like this tax collector.
12 I diet regularly to keep from getting overweight. Though I may take a sip now and then I'm really quite temperate. I contribute to the yearly meeting, the American Friends Service Committee, and the Combined Appeal. I come to meeting every First-day and meditate, which is more spontaneous and sincere than going through a lot of ritual and liturgy.
13 But the Internal Revenue Agent had a serious inferiority complex because he thought nobody liked him, and such a bad guilt complex he couldn't look anyone in the eye. So he decided not to attend church but to see a psychiatrist instead.
14 I tell you this man could have gone home with a better conscience than the other. Because anybody who is satisfied with himself is riding for a fall. But if you don't think you're so hot maybe you're not so bad after all.
An Address to the Queen

When British Friends last addressed their sovereign, it was in 1849, when they took their concern about slavery to Queen Victoria. Last fall, the Meeting for Sufferings of the Religious Society of Friends in Great Britain sent the following address, which is reprinted from The Friend, February 3, 1984, to Queen Elizabeth II; they were refused an audience. British Friends had understood that they were one of the historic “privileged bodies” with direct access to their monarch. At the request of three Friends, the Home Office subsequently clarified the “circumstances in which privileged bodies may present an address to the sovereign in person.” It seems that the Friends’ address to Queen Victoria was seen as the last instance of access by any privileged body. Now these bodies are privileged only on stated formal occasions. —Ed.

Members of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) throughout Great Britain are deeply troubled by the recent rapid deterioration in relations between the powers; we have watched with distress as tension and ill-will have increased. The conduct of international relationships appears to be governed more by tension and ill-will than by imaginative and convincing commitment to the process of negotiation, however difficult.

Our understanding of the teaching of Christ leads us to believe that there is something of God in every one, and we therefore seek to listen to God and to other people. Friends have devoted much thought to the practical expression of our peace testimony in response to the challenge of our times. We have not only prayed for peace but have worked for the victims of conflict and sought to promote understanding and reconciliation in East-West relations and in such places as Northern Ireland, the Middle East, and southern Africa. This practical experience has reinforced our religious conviction that statesmen, diplomats, and ordinary people will respond to that of God in each of us, provided that opportunities for genuine encounter and creative negotiation are actively sought and sustained.

The last occasion on which Friends took the initiative in requesting an audience with the Sovereign was in 1849, when we asked Queen Victoria to use Her influence in bringing to an end the abomination of slavery. Today we are impelled to approach You about a present-day abomination: the arms race which threatens the lives of countless millions and the very habitation of this planet.

In his address at Strasbourg on 11 May 1979 Your uncle, Earl Mountbatten, expressed his conviction as a military man that the nuclear arms race had no military purpose, yet had brought the world to the brink of the final abyss. As the threat of a nuclear holocaust is brought closer by the imminent installment in Europe of large numbers of a new generation of nuclear weapons, we ask ourselves, as did Earl Mountbatten: “How can we stand by and do nothing to prevent the destruction of our world?”

There are in this country and in many others millions of ordinary men and women who are convinced that present policies could indeed lead to the final abyss, but they find difficulty in persuading their leaders to listen. We have observed with increasing anxiety the tendency of world leaders to indulge in bellicose rhetoric as is dangerous as the competition in weaponry, for it sustains the spirit of confrontation, hardens the enemy image on both sides, and frustrates attempts to engage in rational and patient negotiation. We appeal for the avoidance of words and deeds that increase suspicion and ill-feeling, and urge instead renewed efforts at understanding and positive attempts to build a true peace. We are convinced that reconciliation is possible, but only as the causes of fear are identified and removed.

In Your Christmas Day broadcast in 1976 You spoke of reconciliation, reminding us that it is “the product of reason, tolerance, and love.” You said that the gift You would value most was “that reconciliation should be found wherever it is needed.” The need has increased rather than lessened in the intervening years and it is for this reason that Friends have thought it right to bring this burden to You. We ask You to use Your influence as our Queen and Head of the Commonwealth to persuade world leaders, including our own, that they must not only refrain from making public statements which increase distrust and fear, but also find a way to keep alive the processes of constructive negotiation, which are essential to prevent the further development and deployment of nuclear weapons.

We last offered our loyal greetings to You on the occasion of the marriage of the Prince and Princess of Wales. We have rejoiced to see their happiness, particularly in the birth of their son. If their child and the children and grandchildren we all love are to grow in peace to maturity and fulfillment, then common ground must be found on which to build lasting peace by means of mutual trust. An awesome responsibility rests on us all to find this common ground.

Signed on behalf of Meeting for Sufferings, the standing representative committee of the Religious Society of Friends in Great Britain.

Beryl D. Hibbs, Clerk

An acknowledgement was received from Buckingham Palace in November, stating that the address had been laid before the Queen, who had taken note of the contents. However, since the matters raised were “clearly ones for Her Majesty’s Ministers” the Queen had instructed that the address should be forwarded to the Secretary of State for Defence. An audience with the Queen was not granted.

A letter dated December 1 was received from the Ministry of Defence, which said that the Secretary of State, by Her Majesty’s command, had given the address careful consideration. The letter explained the government’s policy in working “for a substantial and balanced relationship with the Soviet Union aimed at genuine détente.”

The address was made public by the Society of Friends [in late January]. Interest was shown by several British and foreign media, and The Guardian of January 25 quoted at some length from the address.
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REPORTS

Animal Rights Considered at Brooklyn Meeting Forum

Brooklyn (N.Y.) Friends Peace and Social Action Committee recently held a panel discussion and open forum on lab experimentation and animal rights. The discussion was lively and informative with a format designed to encourage audience participation.

To my knowledge it was the first time animal rights people and Quakers have come together to discuss these issues in a public forum. The importance of it was underscored by Donald J. Barnes, director of the National Anti-Vivisection Society, who flew in from Washington, D.C., to participate on the panel. The other panelists were Frances Arnett, president of Christians Helping Animals and People (CHAP) and John Barlow, an experimenter who has founded three labs and is a member of Brooklyn Meeting.

John Barlow contended that “most of the advances in modern medicine, through which we live longer and better lives, are the result of animal studies.” He warned against “the extremely radical position that would try to stop all advances and research.”

Donald J. Barnes, who quit his job after more than 16 years as an experimenter in a government primate lab, said that the question is not the efficacy of particular experiments but, rather, “respect for life.” He said decisions to inflict pain—whether on humans

a free copy, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Friends World Committee for Consultation, Section of the Americas, 1506 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19102.

The AFSC Nobel Prize nomination for 1984 is the United Nations Law of the Sea Treaty. The treaty, signed by 131 nations but still being ratified, covers mineral and other resources of the sea and seabeds, fishing, unimpeded transit, international revenue sharing, and pollution control. In its nominating letter, the AFSC said that “in a time of serious erosion in international cooperation and multinational negotiations, the United Nations has proved it can launch a forum for peaceful resolution of complex and controversial international issues.” The AFSC, which received the prize in 1948, is qualified to make a nomination each year.

U.S. citizens see more violence on television than any other country monitored by the International Coalition Against Violent Entertainment. U.S. programming exports made up 40 percent of all violence on Canadian, English, Australian, and New Zealand television.

The 1984 Niwano Peace Prize has been awarded to Homer A. Jack, retired secretary-general of the World Conference on Religion and Peace. The award was announced on February 13 by Japan’s Niwano Peace Foundation in Tokyo, a five-year-old organization dedicated to promoting cooperation in the cause of world peace.

Homer Jack is the first U.S. citizen to receive the Niwano Peace Prize. Throughout a long career he has been active in work for peace, disarmament, worldwide human rights, civil liberties, and nonaligned government movements. As secretary-general of the WCRP, a post he held from 1970 to 1983, he directed several projects.
or on non-humans—are not scientific questions but are moral issues.

Speaking of animal rights as a Christian concern, Frances Arnetta quoted several biblical passages supporting humaneness including, “I desire mercy and not sacrifice...” (Hosea 6:6). She said that animal experimentation “is sacrificing and not showing mercy.”

Vegetarianism was extensively discussed from a standpoint of health, ecology, ethics, and as a crucial part of nonviolence. Herbert Rackow, who is both an animal protectionist and a medical doctor, made the point that “right now we eat meat for trivial purposes, because it tastes good. That’s a trivial purpose for which to kill an animal.”

Steven Brooks

relating to the “boat people” from Vietnam, the Khmer people, and the Second U.N. Special Session on Disarmament.

Homer Jack now serves as minister of the Lake Shore Unitarian Universalist Society in Winnetka, Illinois.

Friends United Meeting will hold its 1984 Triennial Sessions, July 12-18, at Chapman College in Orange, Calif. A wide range of workshops is being offered. Speakers include Norval Hadley, Elizabeth Watson, and John Perkins. The Bible Half Hour study periods will be led by Howard Macy. A day at Whittier College is scheduled for all participants. For more information, write Triennial Sessions Office, Friends United Meeting, 101 Quaker Hill Drive, Richmond, IN 47374.

“Accountability to the Community of Faith” is the theme of the 1984 summer conference of the Quaker Theological Discussion Group, June 19-22, at Friends University in Wichita, Kans. The conference will center on the presentation of papers, followed by responses and open discussion. Dorothy Craven will address the biblical basis of accountability, Wilmer Cooper will examine accountability in the tradition and theology of Friends, and Ruth Pitman will explore the crisis of accountability among Friends today.

The conference costs $50 for room, board, and registration. Deadline for registration is May 15. Write Donna Bales, Friends University Meeting, 1840 University, Wichita, KS 67213.

The 1984 FGC Gathering of Friends will be held at St. Lawrence University in Canton, N.Y., June 30-July 7. The gathering theme is “The Future Is Now.” Sam Caldwell will deliver the keynote address, “For the Joy That Is Set Before Us: The Cross and the Crisis Today.” Mulford Sibley will speak on “Utopian Vision is an Insecure World”; Leonard Kenworthy’s address will be “Our Messages: Our Message Bearers”; Mary Cosby will speak on “Gifts of the Spirit” and John McCutcheon will present an evening of music, singing, and dancing. Friends Journal will sponsor the second annual Henry Cadbury Event, a panel discussion on “Boundaries of Life.”

The program includes 55 workshops, worship-sharing, dialogues on current events, field trips, music, singing, interest groups, informal group discussions, dancing, crafts, plenary sessions, morning and evening activities for children through grade nine, and programs for high schoolers.

Hospitatlity will be provided en route. Accommodations on campus include dormitory rooms, camping, and bedroll space. Gathering costs, including registration, range from $150 to $230 for the week per adult. Family rates, workshops, and other details will be announced in the spring issue of the Friends General Conference Quarterly.

Quakers were among the first to settle Upper Canada, according to Arthur Dorland’s book, The Quakers in Canada—A History. Friends from New Jersey and Pennsylvania arrived in the Niagara area in 1783 and settled in Black Creek and Pelham. Pelham Monthly Meeting was established in 1799, under the care of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Ontario will celebrate 200 years of major settlement this year.

At least some portion of the Bible has been published in 1,785 languages since printing was invented 500 years ago, notes the annual Scripture language report of the United Bible Societies. The complete Bible has been published in 283 languages. Two of the newest translations are in Kakwa, spoken in Uganda, and Tinata Tuna, a tribal language of Papua, New Guinea.
Remembering Julia Ward Howe

"Mothers' Peace Day: Turning to the Past to Find Hope for the Future" appeared in the March 1, 1983, FRIENDS JOURNAL. In the month following its appearance, responses to that article were received from Friends and non-Friends in a variety of places—including Utah, Ohio, and New Mexico. All of the writers were interested in planning their own Mothers' Peace Day celebrations.

This year, it is hoped that more Friends than ever will celebrate Mother's Day in the tradition begun by Julia Ward Howe, in 1872, with a series of festivals "devoted to the advocacy of peace" by the mothers of the world.

For information on organizing a Mothers' Peace Day celebration, please contact me at 20 Dobbs Terrace, Scarsdale, NY 10583.

Renée Felice
Scarsdale, N.Y.

Doomsaying Is Different

About "Prophet in Our Midst" by Wilfred Reynolds (FJ 12/1/83):
doomsaying and prophecy are not the same. At Friends General Conference, our "Art as Prophecy" workshop looked deeply into this question of what Quakers have to offer by way of prophecy that is uniquely Quaker.

I think the conflict between superpowers is railroaded through our collective consciousness with little sensitivity to the fact that our future may well lie in some other direction. Quakers might want to explore their heritage for turnings that take us altogether out of this East-West apocalyptic scenario.

When it comes to predicting all out atomic warfare, I can honestly say that I have more trust in people who get paid to think about the end of the world than I do in people who do it freely in the name of prophecy. In other words, Quakers might teach their non-Quaker friends a good and serious lesson: what? you seriously think the Soviets plan to invade Northern Europe? We honestly prefer that you share your concerns with the C.I.A.

Kirby Urner
C/o Thomas Reilley
Bradenton, Fla.

Continuing Revelation

For me, the 2/1 issue is the most helpful and revealing I've read in many years! It would be presumptuous to try to "rate" the importance of the five major and vital articles! However, I'd like to choose "Science, Sin, and Survival" as perhaps the most stirring and currently pertinent.

I must profess a "hard-won" belief that prophecy, the promotion of service and "good works," which are inspired by our revelations and leadings, is really a secondary, although vital, function of a religious organization.

Surely the most important mission, the primary business of religion, is promotion of continuing revelation! In that context, some of us seem to feel that "Divine-Spiritual Revelation" and "secular revelation" are melding into one inseparable realm. Some contemporary revelations (as in the cited article) indicate that perhaps the most pertinent further revelations will come from the "Spiritual-secular realm." For many of us, such an integration of realms may be quite difficult—but seemingly mandatory.

The 1984 Rufus Jones Lecture will be given on Saturday, April 28, at Pittsburgh Friends Meetinghouse, 4836 Ellsworth Ave., Pittsburgh 15213. This year's lecturer is Lloyd Lee Wilson, General Secretary of Friends General Conference. The theme of his lecture is Fish Stories: Personal Tales of Faith and Commitment. We will gather at 10 a.m. for fellowship, and settle into worship at 10:30 a.m. During worship, Lloyd Lee will speak on the experience of growing in faith through yielding to the convictions and blessings of Grace.

After a potluck lunch at the meetinghouse, we will meet in small worship-sharing groups, seeking to discover ways in which our faith walk can become more Spirit-controlled. Another period of worship will bring the event to a close by 4 p.m. Child care will be available from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. If you would like to attend, please notify the FGC office, attention: Cindy Taylor, Religious Education Coordinator, before the 15th of April.

Come join us for a spiritually challenging day. Plan now to attend.

The Rufus Jones Lecture is one of many FGC activities and programs, all of which are dependent upon your continued support. Please send your tax deductible contribution to Friends General Conference, 1520-B Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102. Thank you.
if we are to prevail and be constructive in our rapidly changing world.

John M. Brumbaugh
Lansdowne, Pa.

Boycotting Sends a Message

The Boycott South Africa proposal may be phrased “Show your concern for blacks by boycotting South Africa.” We are amazed that sincere Friends have opposite responses. Why? It is not because some people are hypocrites. All are deeply searching for Truth. People see different amounts of complexity in the proposal. Some say we must also ask “What will be the result?” They show in convincing detail that boycotting will be easily evaded by South Africa; innocent blacks will suffer but not the rulers. These people oppose boycotts as counterproductive and prefer productive tactics.

The proposal is sufficient for many. Morally people are only required to do what they believe is right. Who knows what the results will be? Besides, boycotting sends a message better than making all South Africans write 50 times, “The boycotters demand that we destroy apartheid.” Boycotters believe South Africans will cancel apartheid because they want the boycotters’ good will and wish to avoid the bother of changing their traditional trading patterns.

Some people see the proposal as part of a larger purpose. One group seeks justice through the Black Power movement. Boycotting excites Americans, is relatively easy, encourages fund-raising, will increase black power in America so it can make the United States use power to force South Africa to adopt black majority rule. Sadly, South African blacks will be hurt, but there are innocent victims in any war.

According to their lights all these sincere Friends are correct. Whether boycott cannot be answered by discussing the horrors in South Africa or the theory of boycotts. One needs to decide to what extent one is swayed by expected results after boycotts start, and what one’s wider purposes are.

Paul B. Johnson
Los Angeles, Calif.

Not a Case of “Sexist Insecurities”

A recent contributor has taken FRIENDS JOURNAL to task for substituting “fellow men and women” for “fellow man” in a passage which refers to all humankind (Forum, FJ 2/1). The writer points out that the dictionary allows this usage and accuses you of suffering “sexist insecurities” in making the substitution. While it is true that 2 of the 14 possible meanings Webster’s ascribes to the word man do allow for its use in situations where the subject is both men and women, that usage is rapidly losing acceptability for three very good reasons: it is less clear than readily available alternative terms like “men and women,” “people,” or “humankind,” whose meaning is unmistakable. When its meaning is misunderstood, as it often is, the result may give offense (for example, the response of a Buddhist

Friends of the Earth

is an activist environmental lobbying organization. We seek to preserve the natural world not solely for its own sake but to provide an hospitable environment.

We are one of the earliest opponents of the dangers posed by nuclear power. We support solar energy and other clean and renewable energy sources. We are leaders in the struggle to preserve the vast Alaskan wilderness as a natural resource for all Americans. We fight in Congress and the courts to implement clean air standards that will make city air breathable. We seek to save whales and other endangered species from extinction.

Thousands of Friends of the Earth members, working together, are making a difference on these issues. We are part of a community of lobbyists, lawyers, and local activists, aided by our newsmagazine, Not Man Apart, and a book publishing program to help to spread the word.

Our greatest resource is people. People who are informed, committed, and willing to support action.

Please send me information about joining Friends of the Earth.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________________________State __________ Zip ___________

Mail Coupon to: Friends of the Earth, 1045 Sansome, San Francisco, CA 94111.
BEYOND MAJORITY RULE
Voteless decisions in the Religious Society of Friends
by Michael J. Sheeran, S.J.
$4.95

THE MEANING OF MEMBERSHIP
IN THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY
OF FRIENDS
by Leonard S. Kenworthy
50¢

THE LIGHT WITHIN and
SELECTED WRITINGS
by Isaac Penington
$3.00

THE WORDS OF MARTIN
LUTHER KING, JR.
Selected by Coretta Scott King
$9.95
Add $1.50 for postage and handling, and 6% sales tax if applicable

From
Friends Book Store
156 N. 15th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19102
(215) 241-7225
Est. 1844

Southeast Asian refugee woman reading the Bible and discovering that “Christ died for man,” and not for her.

There is a growing body of evidence that the invisibility of women in language is a factor in the oppression of women, making it easier for cultures to rape, kill, sell, oppress, or otherwise abuse them than might have been the case had womankind not been an afterthought in the language.

Given that words like man, when used as universalist terms, are more confusing than available alternatives, do offend, and may well play an active role in the physical oppression of half the world’s population, it hardly takes a case of “sexist insecurities” to cause one to refrain from such usage. A friendly commitment to plain speech, unity, and justice will suffice.

John M. Arnold
Springfield, Ill.

Beyond Gender

I applaud the National Council of Churches in its recent involvement in ridiculing the Bible of sexist language. Sexist language is like racist language in its effects on attitudes and customs. All of us should be able to understand and to sympathize with how black people would feel concerning, for example, a worship service in which a white minister might constantly refer to “The White God,” as if to associate divinity with a particular race. In like manner, we should be able to understand and to sympathize with how many women now feel in worship services which imply that divinity is male, as if to associate the Almighty with maleness rather than to affirm divinity beyond gender.

In using sexist language in addressing a congregation of men and women, a minister is doing something comparable to using white-racist language in addressing a congregation of white and black worshipers.

Robert E. Crenshaw
Laurens, S.C.

Holding Vigil

Every Saturday afternoon, from one to two o’clock, some six people stand silently under Washington Square Arch in New York City. Some wear signs explaining their reasons for not participating in more animated park life or proclaiming the cause for peace. All “vigilantes,” surprisingly, fall into a meeting for worship amid the contrasting live music, milling crowds, and flocks of camera-snapping N.Y.U. film students. We become both part of park life and distinct from it.

Self-consciousness at being quiet and immobile evaporates within three minutes of joining the vigil; a centering envelops us while the outside world swirls harmlessly around our inner world. Of course the sights and sounds of Washington Square intrude but do not interfere. They only increase our awareness of how differently Quaker testimony veers from the otherwise “normal” way of the world.

People approach you and ask, “Is this a silent vigil?” or give supportive comments or an occasional “Thank you for doing this.” Seldom, if ever, does someone challenge or question the principle behind our vigil. Instead, we become a reminder that saying no, that silently standing alone amid whirlpooling madness, and that, most importantly, something beyond merely allowing the world to sweep the individual along is possible.

We try to be Friends.

Steven Kirkman
New York, N.Y.

A Little Humor

The January 1-15 issue of FRIENDS JOURNAL is especially good. I enjoyed reading and pondering “Reflections on Time,” and also the poetry, “Morning Thoughts.” I am so glad you now include Quaker jokes. How badly we need a little humor these days! I used to read the jokes in the old FRIENDS INTELLIGENCER my mother subscribed to.

Lydia Hiller Frink
Newington, N.H.

Separating the Issues

I have been reading with much interest the differing views on abortion as expressed in recent letters (FJ 1/1-15). It seems to me that there might actually be two questions involved in the abortion issue. Perhaps seeing them as distinctly different (at least for a time) could help some Friends clarify their own beliefs.

The first question could be whether the choice to have an abortion is consistent with Friends’ testimony of nonviolence. If we cannot say with absolute certainty when that life begins, I think it is wrong to try to decide when that life should end. To me, it is hypocritical to say no to war and yes to abortion. It is my hope that with prayerful consideration this inconsistency will be evident.

The second question could be whether a woman should have a legal right to all the options available in dealing with an unplanned pregnancy. Here I will admit that with prayerful consideration this question seems to me to be consistent with the options available to Friends. I am happy to try to decide when that life should end. To me, it is hypocritical to say no to war and yes to abortion. It is my hope that with prayerful consideration this inconsistency will be evident.
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discussion. Clearly not all Friends can or should be comfortable separating these two points, but it may be a way to reach consensus on the immorality of the act of aborting, if not the rights which should be available to women.

Friends who are opposed to abortion might consider actively supporting the other options women have. These Friends could volunteer to teach in an alternative high school which provides continuing education to those women who decide to maintain their pregnancy, or they could offer to house a young woman whose parents have asked her to leave home because of her decision to maintain pregnancy. The information I have found makes me believe that abortion is an option that is encouraged by the shame heaped on the women in this position. Let’s look for positive solutions to the problem of unwanted pregnancy.

Sarah Stoll
Burlington, Wis.

A Gift of Sharing

From one of the “ordinary people” whom Friend Paul Smith addresses (FJ 11/1/83), here are a few brief reflections.

Does one “put God on a puppet string” any more than one places a human friend in that relationship by saying, “Here I am,” i.e., by opening oneself attentively to the Other’s presence? In such a friendly openness, there is no need to command response. But to be so open to either the transcendent God or “that of God” in humankind, oneself included, one begins by setting aside disbelief in the possibility that there exists that Other.

Given the possibility, there is no reason to doubt that the Other will in some way respond to a truly open “Here I am” at any time. Whether the answer is heard and credited depends as much on the listener as on the word spoken. For after the first friendly overture of opening, the challenge still rests with us to remain receptive with an active expectation that we will have the grace to recognize the response when it comes.

Granting then that leadings may occur to anyone on any day of the week, it is entirely consistent that a particular insight may powerfully stay with one and may chance to “tie in” with the spirit of a meeting for worship, perhaps the following First-day, or perhaps years later. Then it will recur unbidden to the consciousness and appropriately be shared without having been at all planned or prepared.

A gift of sharing is one of the finest attributes of Friends. Meeting for worship is a time for sharing our sense of worship, as our other meetings and social action are times of sharing our more tangible offerings. To withhold the gift of ourselves, to hold back, refusing to trust either our own or another’s gift of the spirit: may not this be indeed the one unspeakable sin Jesus mentions, the sin against the Holy Spirit? For how else may the uniquely individual varieties of the divine Seed be sown if we pin back the generously out-flung arm of the Sower?

Elizabeth Gilson
Danville, Vt.

“Cotton Candy”

There may be good cause for many Friends to ponder Paul’s words, “I feed you with milk, not solid food; for you were not ready for it” (I Cor. 3:2).

In this age of satellites, missiles, nuclear and nerve gas weapons, on land, in the air, and on submarines under the sea, can we justify turning away from the forthright and plain spoken manner of Jesus and George Fox?

We live with continuing reports of the most cruel types of terrorist action; of arbitrary arrest by overanxious and overzealous police agents; of torture, murder, and disappearances. We have accommodated ourselves to the presence of grinding oppression and institutionalized injustice. Paul characterized as “milk,” the ways of those not “trained by practice to distinguish good from evil” (Heb. 5:14). Contemporary idiom offers the characterization of “cotton candy” to depict our approach. It is unerringly sweet, but insubstantial and ephemeral.

R. W. Harrington
Peekskill, N.Y.

Strategy for Jittery Times

Although trying to define what’s Quakerly is an exercise I tend to avoid vigorously, it seems to me that Quakerliness personified is being aware of the psychic atmosphere of our communities. I refer to the anger, frustration, and disgruntlement afoot in large portions of these days. Negative feelings of all kinds, for various reasons, definitely do exist “out there.”

I think what’s essential to know about being in the presence of so much nonspecific anger is that it’s highly contagious, having a compelling energy for involving others in it, since most of us have a goodly supply of the same stuff.

So in these jittery times, perhaps it’s a good idea (and Quakerly!) to catch the spirit of counting to ten (very slowly) before reacting to some of these prickly encounters and in the face of felt negative energies.

As meetings, maybe we can support each other in training ourselves to become less likely to get drawn into the seething passions all around.

Wilfred Reynolds
Evanston, Ill.
George School
Since 1899

A Friendly Place To Grow
In Spirit, Intellect, and Self-Reliance
A Coeducational Friends Boarding and Day School
Grades 9 - 12

R. Barret Coppock, Director of Admissions
George School, Newtown, PA 18940 (215) 968-3811

WESTTOWN SCHOOL
A FRIENDS EDUCATIONAL
COMMUNITY EVOLVING SINCE 1799

To receive information or schedule a visit contact the
Admissions Office, Westtown School, Westtown, PA
19395. Tel: (215) 399-0123.

WOODS COURT
Now available—New one-bedroom
apartments for senior citizens

Robert Smith, Administrator
Friends Home at Woodstown
Woodstown, NJ 08098 Telephone (609) 769-1500

PARK AVENUE TRAVEL
Complete Travel Services
Business and Vacation
Service for Friends by Friends

14 Park Avenue 514 South Fourth Street
(215) 328-6666 (215) 923-0540
Jane Vaughn, Mgr. Diane L. Goldberg, Mgr.
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BOOKS

Enjoy Old Age: A Program of Self-
Management. By B. F. Skinner and M. E.
pages. $11.95.

Knowing Skinner's work, the browser may
expect a logical, objective approach, perhaps
couched in forbidding jargon. The reader is
given far more. The authors have maintained
a practical orientation, which admits the
physical difficulties and emotional blows of
advancing age. They do not hesitate to depict
what old people are up against; at one point,
they suggest that, even with relatively good
health, it can be like having dirt smeared on
your glasses, cotton stuffed in your ears, and
boots too large and heavy.

Yet the book shows that the encounter
with age can be met with ingenuity and
humor—the authors suggest an analogy with
a visit to a foreign land. The book touches
on most of the types of problems en-
countered by the aging body-mind; some of
the chapter titles will suggest the range:
"Thinking about old age," "Keeping in
touch with the world," "Having a good
day," "A necessary end—the fear of
death," "A great performance—the grandeur and
exquisiteness of old age."

Several old people I know have read the
book and commend it. It may be, however,
that it is far more useful to those who are
not yet old. The nature of my old age
will rest in large part on the nature of the years
preceding it. A book such as this is a very
valuable tool for those who wish to
"im-
age" their own or someone else's latter years,
whether for comfort, preparation, or
education.

Peace Thinking in a Warring World:
An Urgent Call for a New Approach to Peace.
By Edward LeRoy Long, Jr. Westminster
$6.95/paperback.

Those who've been attending the various
"New Calls to Peacemaking" will find
precious little that is new in this book, but
that's not to downgrade it. Mostly for Chris-
tian church members, it covers all the ma-
jor avenues to peace now so urgent, and thus
we should welcome the appearance of
moderates of all kinds in the growing united
front to save the planet. For myself, I could
have wished more attention to the
hair-trigger aspects of nuclear war, to political
means to shut down the arms race, and to
the many kinds of genuine war resistance
measures. But for updating moral, ethical,
religious, and educational awakening to the need for peace, it is most useful—probably for most of us as a gift rather than for our own edification.

Jim Best


World priorities as measured by the relative military and social expenditures of the nations of the world are the subject of this slender but fact-packed journal-size paperback. It documents not only the irrationality and recklessness of ever-escalating military expenditures but also the consequent failure of the nations to stimulate a socially productive economy. Social neglect is measured in both industrialized and developing countries, with special attention to the devastating immediate consequences in the Third World.

There is an abundance of pithy and lucid quotes, among them: "Every minute 30 children die of want of food and inexpensive vaccines and every minute the world’s military budget absorbs $1.3 million of the public treasure.... Since 1945 more than 9 million civilians have been killed in non-nuclear wars.... The U.S. spends the largest share of its research and development dollars on the military, while Western Europe improves technology to keep basic industries competitive in world markets."

These observations are based on carefully documented and analyzed data from worldwide sources. A handsome layout and over 30 charts and other multicolor graphs make this complex material attractively accessible to the average reader.

A highly respected annual report, it is the ninth prepared by Ruth Leger Sivard, former chief economist of the economics division of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. The 1983 edition is co-sponsored by nine organizations in four countries, among them the World Policy Institute, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the British Council of Churches (Division of International Affairs).

Three pages recording responsible opportunities to reverse the fate of the planet and citing emerging peacemaking alternatives conclude the document.

This material, which can enable public debate so easily stifled by the complexity of statistics and the intricacies of technology affecting the issues, is a resource for persuasive representations by active peace seekers.

JANE E. KARKALIS

Many of our readers have asked how they can purchase copies of The Children’s Story Garden (“The Longest Way Round,” FJ 12/15/83). The book is out of print. A book by the same author, Anna Pettit Broomell, which contains many of the same stories is entitled The Friendly Story Caravan. It is available for $6.75 from Pendle Hill Book Store, Wallingford, PA 19086. —Ed.

Homelessness in America: A Forced March to Nowhere. By Mary Ellen Hombs and Mitch Snyder. Community for Creative Non-Violence, 1345 Euclid St. NW, Washington, DC 20009, 1982. 146 pages. $5/paperback. The result of Reagomics, with the authors call “policies that kill,” has been a dramatic increase in the numbers of homeless. In Washington the numbers of homeless persons are from 3000 to 5000. That number increases with every eviction, every forced farm sale, every further cutting of the social welfare budget, and every hike in the unemployment figures. Do read this book: you will find it difficult to go past a street person without a sigh of sympathy and a desire to change economic conditions to enable all people to have food, shelter, and fuel.


Books in Brief

Feeding Friends. By Carrie Lieberman with help from Constance Van Wieren and Dale Van Wieren. Illustrated by Susan Quinn. Feeding Friends, P.O. Box 348, West Point, PA 19486, 1982. 64 pages. $3 (plus 50¢ postage)/paperback. Carrie Lieberman really does know about feeding Friends—in her 53-year association with Philadelphia Yearly Meeting held at Arch Street she has helped prepare as many as 1,500 meals per session—in addition to her catering service. In this friendly book, she shares culinary anecdotes (she’s 81 years old) and hearty, Pennsylvania-Dutch-inspired “secret recipes” and special menus. Carrie, a.k.a. “The Chicken Lady,” a tribute to her talent at avoiding the rubber chicken syndrome at banquets, includes advice and recipes for group meals: clam chowder for 50, sloppy joes for 400, and crisp vegetables for the masses.

Vietnam: The War Nobody Won. By Stanley Karnow. Foreign Policy Association, New York, 1983. 63 pages. $3/paperback. This short book is excerpted from the author’s Vietnam: A History, the companion book for the fall 1983 PBS series on Vietnam. The aftermath of Vietnam is still with us; even for those who have been watching the TV series, this is a good overview of the Vietnam era and its legacy.

FRIENDS CENTRAL SCHOOL
Overbrook, Philadelphia, 19151
* A co-educational country day school on a 23-acre campus just outside of Philadelphia.
* Pre-primary (three-year-olds) through 8th grade
* A Friends school established in 1845. Friends’ Central emphasizes the pursuit of excellence in education through concern for the individual student.

Thomas A. Wood
Headmaster

Camp Woodbrooke
Richland Center, Wisconsin

Based on Quaker principles of caring, simplicity, and cooperation

• Discovery in a natural world
• Campcraft in a wilderness
• Pioneer and nature crafts
• Swimming and canoeing

Ages: 7 through 12
Sessions: 2 or 3 weeks
20 boys and girls

Brochure: Jenny Lang
3009 Kingsey Rd.
Shaker Heights, OH 44122
216/751-8894

CALLIGRAPHIC ART

• Marriage certificates
• Awards • Inscriptions •
• Birch announcements •
• Greeting card designs •
• Invitations • Scrolls •

Harry R. Forrest
609-786-1824

CAMP ONAS
OTTISVILLE, PA
A QUAKER CAMP FOR BOYS
and GIRLS 8-13

Sixty-Second Year of Camping Complete Camp Program

Two-Week Sessions
First Session Starts June 24

SPECIAL RATES FOR QUAKERS
Camp Onas, Ottsville, PA 18062
(215) 847-5555

(Available for spring and fall weekend rentals)
Pacific, he settled his family in Western Samoa, where these prayers were written. They are simple prayers of gratitude for nature, for family, and God's love for us in our failings.

Before You Die: A Thoughtful and Practical Guide to Planning for Death. By Leonard Knott. Personal Library, 17 Queen St. E., Toronto, Ontario, M5C 1P9, Canada, 1982. 128 pages; $9.95. If you have not made or updated your will recently, this book will convince you that it is time to do so. The book contains useful lists—whom to notify—and information on living wills (one asks not to be kept alive by "heroic" measures if there is no reasonable expectation of recovery), estate planning, and more. The time to make these decisions is when one is healthy and can discuss them with family members.

Retreat: An Introductory Manual. By Mary Lou Van Buren. Order from Service Center, General Board of Global Ministries, United Methodist Church, Cincinnati, OH 45237, 1983. 40 pages. $1.50/paperback. This manual for retreat planners emphasizes the structuring of retreats so as to be most helpful in guiding participants toward silence and listening to God. An essay by Douglas Steere describes the retreat methods he has found useful over the years.

Nuclear Dangers: A Resource Guide for Secondary School Teachers. By the Nuclear Information and Resource Service, 1336 Connecticut Ave. NW, 4th Floor, Washington, DC 20036, 1983. 28 pages. $5 (plus $.35 postage; bulk discount available) paperback. Part of the "Teaching Nuclear Issues" series of curriculum resource materials on nuclear weapons and nuclear energy, this guide was compiled by the Nuclear Information and Resource Service, a nonprofit, public interest organization. The guide contains annotated bibliographies and lists of background material for teachers, classroom materials, books for students to read on their own, peace groups and safe energy organizations, and audiovisual resources.

MOORESTOWN FRIENDS SCHOOL

Page Lane
Moorestown, NJ 08057
1785-1984

- An independent, co-educational Quaker day school for grades Pre-primary through Twelfth.
- Under the care of the Moorestown Monthly Meeting.
- Please telephone or write:
  Admissions Office
  (609) 235-5900

Poets & Reviewers

A retired editor who lives in Arizona, Jim Best is a member of Central Philadelphia (Pa.) Meeting. Brian Drayton is director of the New England Friends Home and is editor of The Threshing Floor, a newsletter for Friends concerned with the ministry. He is a member of Lynn (Mass.) Meeting. W. D. Ehrhart is a published poet and a regular contributor to Quaker Journal. Elizabeth Hofmann, also a member of New Paltz (N.Y.) Meeting, writes books for young people. Her poem emerged from research for a book on using graphic symbols to communicate. Jane E. Kurklaitis, a retired social worker, is clerk of Homewood Meeting in Baltimore, Md.
adult education program in Mexico City, Ann began working in Monteverde, Costa Rica, in 1978, developing a bilingual preschool program. She also spent many hours working with adults and stimulating cultural exchange between the North American Quakers living there and their neighbors. With partial funding from FWCC’s Right Sharing of World Resources, Ann later developed an adult literacy program for landless campesinos. The Quaker community in Monteverde credits Ann with helping to start the Latin America Study Group, which promotes peaceful resolution of conflict in Central America.

Ann is survived by her parents, Howard and Dorothy Kriebel; brother, Christopher; and grandmother, Edith Gibbs Reeder.

Mason—John Mason, 92, from December 2, 1983, in North Plainfield, N.J. He graduated from Swarthmore College, and he and his wife, Margaret, were founders of Houstotani (Conn.) Friends Meeting. He is survived by daughters, Martha M. Morris, Carolyn M. Search, and Susan M. Thompson; son, John Mason III; 17 grandchildren; and 18 great-grandchildren.

Wixom—Laura Williamson Swayne Wixom, 81, on February 27, 1983. She was a member of Birmingham (Pa.) Friends Meeting.

Wixom—Marie Wixom, 55, of cancer in Columbia, Mo. After graduating from the University of Pennsylvania, she married Shelton Forest, and the couple joined Springfield (Pa.) Friends Meeting. Jeanne, who received a M.S. degree from Temple University and taught for many years at Haverford Friends School. After Shelton’s death, she married Robert L. Wixom in 1975 and moved to Columbia (Mo.) Meeting. She participated in the League of Women Voters and a variety of community projects. She is survived by her husband, Robert Wixom; son, David S. Forest; and stepsons, David G. Wixom and Richard L. Wixom.

Resources

* Conscience, a 24-minute videotape, explores war resistance and philosophical issues of personal freedom and responsibility. For information write: National Resistance Committee, P.O. Box 42488, San Francisco, CA 94142.

* National Coalition on Television Violence has found that there is a direct correlation between TV violence and real-life aggression and violence. For more information or to obtain a listing of the TV/Film Violence Bibliography 1933-83 write: 1350 P St. NW, Box 12038, Washington, DC 20005.

CLASSIFIED

CLASSIFIED RATES

MINIMUM CHARGE $6. $3.50 per word. Please send payment with order. (A Friends Journal box number counts as three words.) Add 10% if boxed: 10% discount for three consecutive insertions, 25% for six.

Appearance of any advertisement does not imply endorsement by Friends Journal.

Copy deadline: 30 days before publication.

Accommodations

Orlando, Florida. Stay at Southeastern Yearly Meeting Quaker Center at Disney House, 847 Highland Ave. (32803). Rooms available for adjoining by reservation. Also, one- and two-bedroom unfurnished apartments on year-round basis. Next to Orlando Friends Meeting. A Friendly Intergenerational Quaker community. Telephone: (305) 422-8079.

New York City, The Pennington, 215 E. 15th St., New York, NY 10002. Single and double occupancy. Bed and breakfast with evening meal. For reservations write or call the manager: (212) 673-7625 or 476-9193.

Mexico City Friends Center. Pleasant, reasonable accommodations. Reservations, Directors, Casa de los Amigos, Ignacio Mariscal 132, Mexico 1, D.F. Friends Meeting. Sundays 11 a.m. Phone 935-2752.


Books and Publications

Magazine samples. Free listing of over 150 magazines offering a sample copy—$5.00 a sample. Send stamp, self-addressed #10 envelope to: Publishers Exchange, P.O. Box 220, Dept. 216A, Dunellen, NJ 08812.


Faith and Practice of a Christian Community: The Testimony of the Friends of Truth. $2 from Friends of Truth, 1509 Bruce Road, Orelaid, PA 19075.

Small Adirondack Inn for Sale

Excellent condition inside and out; fully insulated, storm sash, solar panels. Main building former family home sleeps maximum twenty-five guests in seven rooms plus four sleeping porches; additions for five owner/furniture. Furnished, equipped, and ready to operate; complies with state health and fire regulations. Owner retiring after seventeen happy years. Established year-round clientele eager to return. On direct bus route from New York City. Many hiking and ski trails accessible without car. For further information call or write Elizabeth G. Lehmann, Apt. H101, Pennwood Village, Newtown, PA 18940. Tel. (215) 969-9213.

Farm & Wilderness

Summer Camps

□ Send your information kit and show me how my child can have a great summer on 8,000 acres of unspoiled Vermont wilderness.

□ Include your FREE “Parents’ Handbook” — it will tell me about: a tax break and how to get my child ready for camp.

Name ____________________________
City/State/Zip ___________________________

Address ____________________________
Email ____________________________
Phone ____________________________
Phone ____________________________

Len Cadwallader, Farm & Wilderness
4 Webb Rd., Plymouth, Vermont 05056/(802) 422-5671
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Advertising in FRIENDS JOURNAL: A Smart Move

Have you a service to offer, a product to sell, or a talent to promote? How about announcements, messages, or personal requests? Are you looking for a job, or do you have a job to fill?

FRIENDS JOURNAL advertising can help you advance whatever you have to offer. The JOURNAL reaches a worldwide audience of Friends and supporters. By advertising within these pages you can help yourself and this publication at the same time.

Over 25,000 people read each issue of FRIENDS JOURNAL.

Placing a classified in the JOURNAL is a smart way to reach people who share your interests and concerns. Classified ads cost 30¢ per word, minimum charge $6. (A FRIENDS JOURNAL box number counts as three words.) Add 10% if boxed. A 10% discount is available when you advertise in three consecutive issues, 25% discount for six or more consecutive issues. Copy must remain the same. Information on display rates sent upon request.

So share your interest with a Friendly audience. Send your ad on the coupon below to: Larry Spears, FRIENDS JOURNAL, 1501 Cherry St., Dept. 5, Philadelphia, PA 19102.

( ) payment enclosed ( ) please bill me

Name ____________________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip _______________________________________________________________________

Print your classified below (or attach a separate sheet if necessary): __________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

You may send us a classified ad without using this form.


Who's Involved With Hunger. 1982. Descriptions of 400 U.N., federal, and private advocacy and informational agencies with publications on poverty, development, and food systems in the U.S. and Third World. Most widely used guide in its field. $6 from World Hunger Education Service, 1317 G St. NW, Washington, DC 20005.

Early Quaker Marriages in New Jersey, by George Haines, and catalogue of 2,000 other genealogies. Send $5.50 to Highfill Genealogical, 14F Derby Square, Salem, MA 01970. Catalogue only, $2.

Free Jnl, Quakerism, religion, humor, verse, better mental tools, various interesting ideas. Clifford N. Merrit, 919 Albany #2, Los Angeles, CA 90015.

Community

Simple living, alert thinking in Quaker community. Quality quiet, sunlight in desert highlands, birds galore. Cooler in summer than you'd think with blankets nightly. Rentals: farmhouse ($125 monthly), mobile and RVs. Reasonable. Friends Southwest Center, Rte. 1, Box 170, McNeal, AZ 85617.

For Rent


Subletting large furnished apartment, suburb of Geneva, Switzerland, from 20 August to 3 December 1984. Write FJ Box G-774.

For Sale

Limited edition of glowing reproduction of Edward Hicks' famous Peaceable Kingdom Handsome 20" x 24" prints available for your home, school, public library, or meetinghouse. $15 postpaid. Send check to: Planned Parenthood, Box 342, New York, NY 10108.

Coastal Maine, antique brick Cape farmhouse on eight acres bordering the Goose River. Contact David Cadbury, evenings, (215) 474-6423.


Learning Opportunities

An experiment—if you enjoy playing good music in small friendly groups, participating in informal discussions, relaxing in a beautiful country setting—join us for a six-day adult music workshop at Olney Friends School, Barnesville, Ohio, July 31—Aug. 5, 1984. Reasonable costs, skilled music facilitators. For information write Jean Putnam, 115 Altamont Ave., Merion, PA 19066.

Training in Intercultural relations: Outstanding opportunity for training and supervised field placement at a United Nations Non-Governmental Organization. Live and work with 100 youths (ages 9-18) and 50 staffpersons committed to creating a future of peace and international understanding. We are seeking enthusiastic, flexible, professionals and students from all ages, races, religious/national origins with skills in: administration, arts, music, drama, journalism, amateur radio, computers, video, ESL, sports, adventure, woodworking, appropriate technology. June 20—August 18. Cost: $875 includes training, room, board. College credit available at additional fee. Ask about financial assistance. Legacy, 1141 N. Glebe Rd., Arlington, VA 22201.

Personal

The Bell family is looking for someone to live with them on their farm in Virginia to be a companion to Colin during recuperation from a stroke, and to help out where needed. Must be a non-smoker and have own transportation. Room and board plus compensation. Call (804) 589-5774 or write Rte. 2, Box 405, Kents Store, VA 23864.

Marshall’s offers you friendliness and warmth as well as fine foods and beverages. Oldest restaurant in York, Pennsylvania features art, antique, and gift shop. Visit our website for information or call (717) 361-6110. “Peace.”

Positions Vacant
Coordinator for Western Quarterly Meeting, a part-time position of at least 10 hours per month. Needs a person with some office experience in Kennett Meetinghouse, initiating and attending quarterly meetings, arranging programs for quarterly meetings, family days, and other events. Send resume to William C. Jones, Sr., Box 172, Thorndale, PA 19372 or phone (215) 383-0982.

Staff positions available at Powell House, Old Chatham, NY. Administrative assistant—A full-time, year-round position, the responsibilities including managing the general office, communicating information, working with publicity and fund raising, and providing secretarial support for Powell House. General office skills required as well as friendly presence with and attitude toward the general public. Room and board plus salary and benefits. Maintenance staff person—A full-time, year-round position, the responsibilities including oversight of property upkeep, general maintenance, work projects, and weekends for Powell House, supervising summer staff in maintenance aspects. Experience in maintenance required. Room and board plus salary and benefits. Write or call Daniel P. Whitney, Powell House, RD 1, Box 160, Old Chatham, NY 12136. (518) 789-6511.

Friends Music Institute staff person. Our needs are: boys’ counselor, folk and classical guitar teacher, leader of Early Music ensemble, recorder teacher. Some combination of above preferred. PMI, P.O. Box 427, Yellow Springs, OH 45387. (513) 767-1311.

Health personnel needed for interesting, meaningful service to migrant farm workers (black American, Hispanic, Haitian). Appealing to people interested in cross-cultural, international health. We need: physician, NP/PA, nurses, lab technician, nutritionist, health educator, social worker, mental health professional. We also need students and volunteers. Spanish and/or Haitian-French useful. May through October. Tri-County Community Health Center, Newport, VT 05856.

Staff Assistant, New England Friends Home, a retirement home 15 miles south of Boston. Live-in, salary, health benefits. In service education when desired. Broad range of tasks serving 15 elderly people. Contact Brian Drayton, 68 Turkey Hill Lane, Hingham, MA 02043. (817) 749-3565.

Secretaries to Wider Quaker Fellowship wanted. Friends World Committee for Consultation seeks a 3½ time secretary to its Wider Quaker Fellowship program, to begin work in Philadelphia by May 15, 1984. Broad knowledge of Quaker literature and excellent language skills required. Application letters, including complete resume and names and addresses of at least three references, should be sent before April 1, 1984, to Executive Secretary, FWCC, 1506 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19102.

Summer Rentals
Adirondacks—housekeeping cabins on unspoiled, spring-fed lake—swimming, canoeing, biking, wildlife trails. Phone (215) 922-8975 or write Drizzy, Cranberry Lake, NY 12927.


Place on the roof on Center City Philadelphia, one-bedroom apartment to sublet for two-three months this summer. Superb location, spacious, bright. Completely furnished. $315 plus utilities. (215) 625-0689.

April–October. Four-bedroom (1835) house on 13 acres on Georgia Fox, Shelter Island, New York. Write: 6 Butler Place, Garden City, NY 11530.


Summer Camps
Crystalair—a co-ed, northern Michigan camp. Small, non-compete, non-sectarian, informal, and individualized program featuring arts, sailing, wilderness trips, and farm animal care; four- and three-week sessions; also offering 10–21 day canoe, bicycle, backpack, and horseback trips for two-agers. Sailing camp and creative writing camp, 10 days in August. David F. Reid, Crystalair, Franklin, MI 48035. (618) 352-7588.

MUSIC, Quakerism, Community. Friends Music Institute, ages 12–17. Camper comment: “Collection (singing and worship) in the evening was very cozy.” Liza V., Pennsylvania. FMI, P.O. Box 427, Yellow Springs, OH 45387. (513) 767-1311.


Vacation
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Summer Rentals
Adirondacks—housekeeping cabins on unspoiled, spring-fed lake—swimming, canoeing, biking, wildlife trails. Phone (215) 922-8975 or write Drizzy, Cranberry Lake, NY 12927.


Place on the roof on Center City Philadelphia, one-bedroom apartment to sublet for two-three months this summer. Superb location, spacious, bright. Completely furnished. $315 plus utilities. (215) 625-0689.

April–October. Four-bedroom (1835) house on 13 acres on Georgia Fox, Shelter Island, New York. Write: 6 Butler Place, Garden City, NY 11530.


Summer Camps
Crystalair—a co-ed, northern Michigan camp. Small, non-compete, non-sectarian, informal, and individualized program featuring arts, sailing, wilderness trips, and farm animal care; four- and three-week sessions; also offering 10–21 day canoe, bicycle, backpack, and horseback trips for two-agers. Sailing camp and creative writing camp, 10 days in August. David F. Reid, Crystalair, Franklin, MI 48035. (618) 352-7588.

MUSIC, Quakerism, Community. Friends Music Institute, ages 12–17. Camper comment: “Collection (singing and worship) in the evening was very cozy.” Liza V., Pennsylvania. FMI, P.O. Box 427, Yellow Springs, OH 45387. (513) 767-1311.
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Subscription Order/Address Change Form
Please enter a subscription to FRIENDS JOURNAL, payment for which is enclosed. One year $12; two years $24; three years $34. (Extra postage outside the U.S., $4 a year.)

Enroll me as a FRIENDS JOURNAL Associate. My contribution of $______ is in addition to the subscription price and is tax deductible.

Change my address to: (For prompt processing, send changes before the fifth of the month and indicate your old zip code on this line)

Your name:
Name

Address:
Address

City State Zip
State Zip

FRIENDS JOURNAL, 1501 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102